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She Remembers Everything is Rosanne Cash’s first 
new album in nearly five years. The poetic, personal 
and incisive collection features ten songs, all written 
or co-written by Cash, that reckon with a flawed and 
fragile world from a uniquely feminine perspective. 
Recorded in Portland, OR and New York City, with 
Tucker Martine and John Leventhal respectively, 
and featuring contributions from Elvis Costello, Kris 
Kristofferson, Colin Meloy (The Decemberists), and 
Sam Phillips, She Remembers Everything marks 
a return to more personal songwriting after a trio 
of albums that explored Cash’s heritage. “There is a 
woman’s real life, complex experiences and layered 
understanding in these songs,” Rosanne says. “I could 
not have written them 10 years ago – not even close.” 

Take Good Care marks the first time New Orleans’ The 
Revivalists decided to work with multiple producers 
and writers, enlisting the talents of Dave Cobb (Sturgill 
Simpson, Chris Stapleton), Andrew Dawson (Kanye 
West, Fun., Sleigh Bells), and Dave Bassett (Elle King, 
Vance Joy) for sessions in New Orleans and Nashville. 
Album opener “Otherside” came to life in just one 
vocal take bolstered by fingerpicked clean guitars 
and cathedral-size harmonies. The guttural grooves of 
“Oh No” spiral towards a fret-burning solo as wild and 
gritty as David Shaw’s delivery. “Hate To Love You” is 
tender and gorgeous and “Change” climaxes on a raw 
howl. Extremely personal yet explicitly escapist, Take 
Good Care brims with sonic complexity, celebration, 
and catharsis. 

The recorded legacy of musical icon and singer/
songwriter Chris Cornell is celebrated with the 
new 17-track self-titled collection. Chris Cornell 
commemorates his life and legacy as one of the 
greatest voices and most prolific writers of the modern 
rock era. His wife, Vicky Cornell, worked extensively 
with Chris’ bandmates and friends to compile a 
collection of material from the late artist’s expansive 
career, showcasing his contribution to music history 
with selections culled from the deep catalogs of his 
three influential bands – Soundgarden, Temple of the 
Dog and Audioslave – as well as his solo career. An 
accompanying booklet includes unreleased photos 
and liner notes from Kim Thayil, Matt Cameron, Tom 
Morello, Mike McCready, and Brendan O’Brien.

Saves The Day’s ninth studio record tells the story of 
the band from the perspective of its founder, Chris 
Conley. It offers this first ever autobiographical look 
into the group’s history in a way that is simultaneously 
exhausting, poetic, and  insightful. On the surface, 9 
chronicles the epic story of New Jersey kids who realized 
their dream and became an international sensation. 
On a deeper level, it shows how Conley “woke up” 
and became aware of his own consciousness through 
his relationship with music and the unbelievable 
adventures it has inspired since he formed the act in 
1997. 9 is the distillation of the adventures that carried 
them and their fans from adolescence to adulthood.

Here If You Listen – David Crosby’s fourth solo album 
in five years –  finds 77-year-old singer/songwriter 
continuing his singular creative streak by delivering 
one of his most joyfully adventurous albums yet. 
Crosby again joins forces with the musicians who 
helped lend his 2016 album, Lighthouse, its captivating 
grace. Here If You Listen bears a stripped-down, 
acoustically driven sound centered on the band’s 
stunning harmonies. But despite its sonic simplicity 
and minimal percussion, the album unfolds in infinitely 
shifting textures that find each musician tapping into 
their own idiosyncrasies. With most of the album 
written collaboratively in League’s Brooklyn studio, 
Here If You Listen matches its intricate arrangements 
with lyrics both raw in emotion and rich in insight.

JD McPherson, if one was judging books by their covers 
(which one absolutely should not), is the “vintage guy” 
– you know: he’s got the clothes, the classic gear, the 
grease… But when it comes to his music, McPherson’s 
doesn’t stay in one place for too long. Featuring eleven 
original tracks, Socks is a collection of future holiday 
standards is sure to deck your halls. Come get warm 
by the fire with songs such as, “All The Gifts I Need” 
and “Every Single Christmas,” or burn the cookies 
to the title cut and “Ugly Christmas Sweater.” There 
is something for everyone on this record to enjoy 
whether you are in the Christmas spirit or if you just 
wanna say, “Bah Humbug.”

In Luca Guadagnino’s 2018 remake of Dario Argento’s cult 
classic 1977 horror film Suspiria a darkness swirls at the 
center of a world-renowned dance company, one that 
will engulf the troupe’s artistic director (Tilda Swinton), 
an ambitious young dancer (Dakota Johnson), and a 
grieving psychotherapist (Lutz Ebersdorf). Some will 
succumb to the nightmare. Others will finally wake up. 
Thom Yorke provides his first ever film score featuring 
25 original compositions recorded and produced by the 
Radiohead frontman and Sam Petts-Davies. Comprised 
of instrumentals, interludes and more traditional songs, 
additional contributions are made by the London 
Contemporary Orchestra and Choir, flutist Pasha Mansurov, 
and Yorke’s son Noah on drums. Goblin’s original score, 
Krautrock and ‘70s-era Berlin all served as inspiration for 
Yorke’s mesmerizing score. 

Whitey Morgan and the 78’s are back and prove it 
with Hard Times and White Lines. Morgan is always 
unwavering when it comes to his craft. Five albums 
in, Morgan’s sound encompasses honky tonk, classic 
country songwriting, and an adult dose of rock ‘n’ roll. 
Hard Times and White Lines sets the mood with “Honky 
Tonk Hell,” a dark narrative about getting caught up in 
the addictions of the touring life. Meanwhile, “Hard to 
Get High” delivers a twist of phrase that would please 
any country purist. A cover of Dale Watson’s “Carryin’ 
on This Way” conveys the vagabond life of a touring 
musician – which, like the rest of these songs, will keep 
you enthralled as you ease on down your own road. 

Since the 1960s, Muscle Shoals, Alabama has been 
known for music – developing the “Muscle Shoals 
Sound,” as local recording studios (including FAME 
Studios in the late 1950s and Muscle Shoals Sound 
Studio in 1969) produced hit records that shaped the 
history of popular music. That history reigns supreme 
with some of the most popular and influential artists 
participating in the music history today,  and Muscle 
Shoals: Small Town, Big Sound pays tribute to that 
magic. From Chris Stapleton, Willie Nelson, Lee 
Ann Womack and Jamey Johnson, to Demi Lovato, 
Steven Tyler, Keb’ Mo, Grace Potter and Aloe Blacc, 
an absolute cavalcade of multi-platinum stars breathe 
new life into seminal classics by The Rolling Stones, 
Bob Dylan and Etta James among others.

QUEEN
BOHEMIAN RHAPSODY

DMG/HOLLYWOOD RECORDS

Bohemian Rhapsody is a foot-stomping celebration 
of Queen, their music, and their extraordinary lead 
singer Freddie Mercury. Freddie defied stereotypes 
and shattered convention to become one of the most 
beloved entertainers on the planet. The film traces the 
meteoric rise of the band through their iconic songs and 
revolutionary sound. They reach unparalleled success, 
but in an unexpected turn Freddie, surrounded by darker 
influences, shuns Queen in pursuit of his solo career. 
Freddie manages to reunite with his bandmates just in 
time for Live Aid, where they delivered one of the greatest 
performances in rock history. The film’s soundtrack 
features never-before released recordings from Live Aid, 
in addition to some classic tracks, more live rarities, and 
tracks from an early version of Queen called Smile.
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Raised in Atlanta on a steady diet of local hip hop 
and Jackson 5 classics, Jacquees had music running 
through him at an early age. He can spit bars, but 
it’s his buttery voice that got him attention from the 
royalty at Cash Money records. After dropping a few 
hot mixtapes, 4275, is Jacquees proper debut, and 
he’s as happy to celebrate both his success and his 
old address: “I learned a lot from over there because 
that side helped me grow into the man I am today 
and I always wanted to go back and pay homage, pay 
my dues back to 4275 because that’s where I started 
dreaming, that’s where my dreams came to fruition.” 
4275 is syrupy sexy cool. 

Redemption, Joe Bonamassa’s third album in a row 
of all original material, sees him at his most ambitious 
yet redefining and pushing the barriers of Blues Rock. 
The LP reunites Bonamassa with some of Nashville’s 
finest musical minds as well as drummer extraordinaire 
Anton Fig. Redemption opens with a tip of the hat 
to Led Zeppelin on “Evil Mama” that burrows into a 
deep groove before ripping into the rockabilly-tinged 
boogie blues of “King Bee Shakedown.” Elsewhere, 
flavors of Tom Waits, country music, and surprising 
atmospherics and, of course, a deep reverence of The 
Blues weave in and out of Redemption’s songs. This 
is Bonamassa at his purest – the perpetual student 
becoming a true master of his craft. 

By titling their new album You Won’t Get What You 
Want, Daughters send a crystal clear message: Expect 
the unexpected. The quartet once again follow the 
same internal compass that guided them to blur the 
lines of heavy music’s fickle sub-genres in the first 
place and quietly ignite a cult fervor typically reserved 
for grindhouse phenomena. The minimal wail of first 
single “Satan In The Wait” belies Alexis’s intense spoken 
word-style delivery as gothic keys magnetically draw 
the spotlight. Follow-up “The Reason They Hate Me” 
hinges on mechanized riffing and glitchy electronics. 
Elsewhere, “Less Sex” dips into a bluesy guitar that 
could’ve easily soundtracked a dark moment of True 
Detective (Season 1, natch), while the seven-minute 
“Ocean Song” spirals into numbing noise oblivion.

Evolution makes good on the promise of its title. 
Disturbed unwaveringly cling to the uncompromising 
spirit that solidified them as a history-making force, while 
boldly progressing at the same time. Reteaming with 
Immortalized producer Kevin Churko, Disturbed retain 
its thunderous grooves and hypnotic heaviness as they 
further refine their ambitious melodies and penchant for 
progression. Says Disturbed, “The record showcases the 
most adventurous and eclectic combination of musical 
styles and moods that we’ve ever attempted in our careers. 
Each song truly has its own identity, feel, and power. The 
writing and recording sessions that fostered this album 
were truly an emotional and magical experience for us, 
creating without boundaries or limitations, and simply 
going where each day’s musical inspiration led us.”

Led by the incomparable vocals of Raul Malo, The 
Mavericks will embark on their 30th Anniversary in 
2019, but not before establishing a few new holiday 
traditions. The genre-defying, the Grammy Award-
winning band wrote eight original songs for Hey! Merry 
Christmas!, utilizing the group’s distinctive blend of 
rockabilly Latin music, folk, swing, blues, jazz, and 
more. From the rollicking opening tracks ‘’Christmas 
Time Is Coming Round’’ and ‘’Santa Does’’ to the sultry 
blues of ‘’Santa Wants To Take You For A Ride’’ – and 
renditions of yuletide favorites, including ‘’Christmas 
(Baby Please Come Home)’’ – The Mavericks inject a 
fresh style and sound into the holiday season while 
seamlessly fitting into any rotation of Christmas 
classics.

For A Short Story About A War, polymath emcee Shad 
has vibrantly imagined and created an entirely new 
world. A world at war, where snipers exist in the upper 
echelons, and factions clash. Where a fearless, foolish 
person who doesn’t believe in the power of bullets 
traverses the landscape. This trenchant concept album 
holds a mirror to our world – a provocative story told 
through disarmingly catchy songs that weaves its way 
through issues of migration, environment, politics and 
above all, the human spirit. A convergence of complex 
ideas that take on the entire world, driven by beats 
that cover a wide swath of the sounds of hip-hop, from 
trap to funk and jazz – even the dark shit bounces! You 
need this. 

Since their inception in Melbourne, Australia in 1981, 
Dead Can Dance have been informed by folk traditions 
from all over Europe. Their new album took shape as 
Brendan Perry became fascinated by long established 
spring and harvest festivals that had their origins 
in Dionysian religious practices throughout Europe. 
Dionysus brings to the fore the rites and rituals that 
today continue to be informed by the Greek god. The 
album’s seven movements, in the form of an oratorio, 
represent different facets of the Dionysus myth and his 
cult. As with the rest of the Dead Can Dance catalog, 
rhythms inspired by world traditions play a key role, 
with tracks seeming less like songs and more like 
fragments of a cohesive whole. 

“I’d gone sour on all things related to Christmas,” says 
Rodney Crowell. “Sometime around Christmas 2016 I 
came home to find my granddaughters, sitting side by 
side and playing on our old upright piano a melody 
that to my ear sounded like something from the early 
nineteenth century. I asked them what song they were 
playing and in unison they replied, ‘something we just 
made up.’ I hit record on my iPhone and asked them to 
play it again. Using their melody almost entirely, I spent 
a couple of months composing the words to ‘Come 
Christmas.’” More songs came in rapid succession and 
Christmas Everywhere sprang magically to life – a 
witty, jazzy, and heartfelt future Christmas classic. 

Twenty One Pilots shook the world with 2015’s 
Blurryface – an album that would go on to sell over 
7 million copies worldwide and earn the band its first 
ever GRAMMY Award while shattering chart records 
and captivating audiences worldwide. Now three 
years later, the duo of Tyler Joseph and Josh Dun have 
returned with Trench, the band’s highly-anticipated 
new studio album. Trench finds Twenty One Pilots 
fearlessly reimagining the possibilities of their music 
through the same candid expression that explores 
themes surrounding insecurity, faith, suicide, and 
mental health but framed in the metaphorical city of 
Dema and a surrounding valley known as “Trench.” 
Produced by the band, Trench’s heavy concept never 
dilutes the duo’s pop hooks, sharp lyrics, and pure funk. 

COHEED AND CAMBRIA
THE UNHEAVENLY CREATURES

RRR

Sprawling across 15 songs in 78-minutes, Coheed and 
Cambria’s latest epic, The Unheavenly Creatures, 
begins a brand new story arc within the backdrop of 
The Amory Wars universe, which has been depicted 
in previous albums, novels, and comics. Coheed and 
Cambria’s lead singer Claudio Sanchez is a long-time 
fan of comics and The Unheavenly Creatures drew a 
lot of inspiration from the books he’s read through the 
years. “We begin by seeing two captured criminals 
(Creature and Colossus) being walked through a 
ship on their way towards judgment for their crimes,” 
explains Sanchez. “It’s clear any friendship that once 
existed has not survived, as we see colorful flashbacks 
of their crimes committed against society, and perhaps, 
one another.” Also: It shreds!
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“I guess the jumping off point for this album was that I 
wanted to see if I could just write everything myself and 
perform as much of it as I could,” says Justin Courtney 
Pierre – the front man of Motion City Soundtrack – of 
the impetus for his first solo album, In The Drink. Pierre 
evokes his usual influences – Pavement, Superchunk, 
The Flaming Lips, Jawbox, Fugazi, Sonic Youth, 
Dinosaur Jr., Nirvana, Tom Waits, The Carpenters and 
Eddie Money – but through his unique instrumental 
perspective. From the quirky, anthemic pop of 
“Anchor” or “I Don’t Know Why She Ran Away” to more 
moody, darker material such as “Moonbeam” (which 
features guest vocals from Jenny Owen Youngs) and 
the experimental closer “Goodnight Hiroyuki.”

Post-Apocalypto is a six-part animated video series 
from the minds of rock duo Tenacious D – Jack Black 
and Kyle Gass. Each frame of every episode was hand-
drawn by Jack himself, with every character voiced by 
Black and Gass, and can be watched via Tenacious D’s 
YouTube page. Post-Apocalypto finds Tenacious D 
thrust into a world of complete and utter destruction 
following the drop of an atomic bomb. Surviving the 
attack in classic cinematic fashion (a good old 1950’s 
refrigerator), the duo quickly learns that new forms of 
evil have spawned from the blast. One thing becomes 
apparent – for humanity to prevail, Tenacious D must 
save the world. The series features new Tenacious D 
songs, culminating in this new 21-track album of the 
same name.

The unexpected is just about the only thing we have 
come to expect from the prolific Melbourne band, King 
Gizzard & The Lizard Wizard. Via a series of carefully 
considered yet wildly divergent concepts The Gizz’s 
collective body of work offers visceral thrills a-plenty 
without ever once resorting to indulgence. Float Along 
– Fill Your Lungs is King Gizzard’s third full-length LP, 
released in 2013 and home to the fan favorite “Head/
On-Pill.” The band cranks up the fuzzbox and sets the 
delay on infinity, assembling a cosmic force field that 
draws their sonic creations of the recent past into one 
unified, throbbing whole. This is just one of 5 recently-
reissued LPs from King Gizzard’s back catalog. Also 
available on colored vinyl!

Merging a sonically progressive palette with a tasteful 
reverence for the past, Burgin, KY native Dillon 
Carmichael has crafted a slice of solid country gold 
– one that’s fueled by plainspoken lyrics and a rich 
baritone voice – on his Dave Cobb (Chris Stapleton, 
Sturgill Simpson, Jason Isbell) produced debut, Hell 
On An Angel. The album captures vivid snapshots of 
the people Carmichael grew up around: Hardworking, 
bighearted folks taking life one day at a time, sticking 
together through the good times and the bad with 
honesty, dignity and faith. An album that faces hard 
times and pain with equal parts humor and heart, Hell 
On An Angel is a celebration of roots – those earthly 
tethers that both bind and sustain us.

Recorded over five days in early 2018, The Messenger 
finds Rhett Miller playing it faster and looser than 
perhaps any other time in his 25-year career, The Old 
97’s frontman has delivered what might be his most 
personal collection of songs to date. “I wanted this 
record to be less safe,” Miller says. “I wanted to put 
myself in the hands of a producer who was going to do 
things that I didn’t expect; I wanted to play with people 
I didn’t know and be surprised by what they came up 
with. And all of that really came to pass. You’re getting 
this locked-in rhythm section with a crazy, psychedelic 
guitar maestro playing along with me singing my 
songs about depression and insecurity.”

Late in 2014, the Jazz at Lincoln Center Orchestra 
with Wynton Marsalis welcomed a very special guest 
to their Manhattan stage: nine-time GRAMMY winning 
singer, songwriter, actor, and activist Rubén Blades. 
For one very special night music-directed by the 
JLCO’s bassist and emerging master in the Latin jazz 
idiom (DownBeat), Carlos Henriquez, the worlds of 
salsa and swing collided. Backed by one of the world’s 
leading big bands, Blades took the audience on a tour 
through his greatest hits. Una Noche con Rubén Blades 
captures Blades singing some of his own beloved 
compositions, including “Pedro Navaja,” “Patria,” and 
“El Cantante,” as well as swinging through standards 
like “Too Close for Comfort” and “Begin the Beguine.”

After creating a worldwide fan base as founder and 
former lead vocalist for Sick Puppies, Shimon Moore – 
AKA Shim – the Australian-born singer, songwriter and 
producer found himself back at square one. “I set out to 
make the best music of my career — which I’ve done,” 
Moore says. “For better or worse, I put everything I had 
to give into this album… I couldn’t have bled any more 
than I did on this music.” It rocks. It pops. It’s distorted 
as fuck. And it’s impossible not to feel Shim’s blood 
running through all 11 tracks. “The theme of this album 
is about someone digging themselves out of a hole,” 
he says. “It’s the whole journey of doing the work to 
create the life you want, despite the obstacles.”

Pigeonholing Blackberry Smoke has never been 
easy. Since emerging from Atlanta in the early ‘00s, 
the quintet has become known for a singular sound 
indebted to classic rock, blues, country and folk. This 
fluidity has paid off handsomely, especially on 2015’s 
Holding All the Roses and 2016’s Like an Arrow – but 
Find A Light doubles-down on diversity. Created as 
an accompaniment to Find A Light, the six-song The 
Southern Ground Sessions EP was recorded live at 
Zac Brown’s Southern Ground studio in Nashville, TN 
and features acoustic versions of five album tracks 
as well as a rendition of Tom Petty’s “You Got Lucky” 
with Amanda Shires (she’s on “Let Me Down Easy” 
too). Oliver Wood (The Wood Brothers) also makes an 
appearance on “Mother Mountain.”

Produced by Grammy Award-winner Dave Cobb, 
The Tree of Forgiveness serves as legendary singer/
songwriter John Prine’s first album of all original 
material since his 2005’s Fair & Square. Recorded at 
Nashville’s historic RCA Studio A, the album includes 
ten new songs written by Prine along with co-writers 
Pat McLaughlin, Roger Cook, Dan Auerbach, Keith 
Sykes and Phil Spector. In addition to Prine (lead vocals 
and acoustic guitar), Cobb (acoustic guitar, mellotron, 
claps, kazoo) and Prine’s longtime band, the album 
features special guests Brandi Carlile, Jason Isbell and 
Amanda Shires. The highly-anticipated collection is 
introduced by the heartfelt “Summer’s End” which is 
classic Prine. In fact, this album proves that Prine has 
lost none of his magic. He’s a national treasure. 

YOKO ONO
WARZONE

CHIMERA

On Warzone, Yoko Ono reimagines 13 songs from her 
vast catalog, specifically 1970-2009 (and, yes, that 
includes “Imagine”). “I like to create things in a new 
way,” says Ono – and Warzone sounds like music from 
a dark, surreal cabaret. Warzone’s stripped down 
arrangements (often led by electric piano) lend more 
gravity to Yoko’s voice and razor-sharp lyrics. Here, in 
this minimalist landscape, the content of her message 
rings clear and unencumbered – sometimes as somber 
warnings; sometimes as encouragement. Her wisdom 
and fortitude are unflinchingly strong – her power having 
intensified with time and experience. Warzone is further 
proof that Ono was/is ahead of her time. Whether you’re 
getting reacquainted or introduced to Ono’s music, 
Warzone is a powerful and intriguing album. 
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Transforming pain into transcendence is the genius 
of many pop artists, but Doe Paoro brings an entirely 
new depth to that process. On her third album Soft 
Power, the L.A.-based singer/songwriter digs into 
her own frustration and anguish – ultimately gaining 
newfound strength along the way. Naming Carole King 
among her inspirations, Doe infuses Soft Power with 
a rebellious spirit. A passionately charged track about 
misogyny, “Guilty” blends cascading guitar lines with 
sharply cutting lyrics. “Over” conjures classic girl-
group harmonies. Several songs confront the notion 
of setting boundaries, especially “Projector” and “Walk 
Through the Fire,” which emerges as a brutal testament 
to the fact that “self-examination is ultimately a solo 
job – and there’s no easy way to do it.”

Guitarist and hit-songwriter (Bon Jovi; Clay Aiken), 
Aldo Nova, whose 1981 hit “Fantasy” is returning to 
action with 2.0, which features new recordings of six 
tracks from his debut record (including “Fantasy”) and 
a brand new shredder, “I’m a Survivor.” The idea for 
re-recording some of his earliest recorded work came 
to Nova as he passed a milestone birthday: “When I 
turned 60, I told myself I was going to turn the page,” 
he says. The new album is Aldo’s first since 1997’s 
Nova’s Dream. “With 2.0, I wanted to beat [my debut] 
to death,” he says. “The second thing is to reintroduce 
my music to the old fans, and play to a new generation 
of fans. I’m on top of my game now.”

Electronic violinist (and video game enthusiast) Lindsey 
Stirling is back with her first ever Holiday album, 
Warmer In The Winter. Featuring a variety of special 
guests, including Trombone Shorty and All Time Low, 
Warmer In The Winter features cheerful renditions 
of holiday favorites as well as some compelling new 
originals. It’s “a potpourri of different styles, sounds 
from all different sides of Christmas music,” according 
to Stirling. “All sprinkled with a good dose of Lindsey 
pixie dust. If you don’t dance at least three times while 
listening to this album then you need to take off your 
Mr. Grinch panties ‘cus this is dancing material for 
sure... Almost the entire album was recorded with live 
instrumentation: A full orchestra and big band players. 
It’s big!”

Pioneers, philosophers, trailblazers, in short: prophets 
always have to assemble their flocks abroad before 
they find due recognition in their homelands. This 
also applies to the German art form KMFDM — for 
over a quarter of a century they are the epitome and 
synonym for a musical style of the harder variety: 
Industrial Rock. Once you’ve experienced a KMFDM 
live show, there is no turning back. Recorded during 
the band’s roaring USA tour in late 2017, Live in the 
USSA perfectly captures the intoxicating atmosphere 
that was present throughout the whole journey. The 
album features a diverse and exciting selection of six 
of the band’s favorite songs from their latest studio 
album HELL YEAH and six of KMFDM’s classic ultra-
heavy hits.

Christmas is almost upon us and gospel superstar CeCe 
Winans ready to get us in the spirit with Something’s 
Happening – A Christmas Album. Winans recruited 
her son, Grammy and Dove award-winning producer 
Alvin Love III, to lay down 11 tracks. Some are familiar – 
others brand new – but all will lift your holiday spirits. 
“My desire is what when the world hears this project 
that they are reminded of the true reason and spirit 
of Christmas,” says Winans. “When Jesus was born 
something amazing happened that changed the world 
forever. In the midst of all the celebration, we must not 
forget to remember and offer to others the best gift of 
all… Jesus.” Gift cards work, too. 

Created and executive produced by Justin Roiland 
(Adventure Time) and Dan Harmon (Community), 
Rick and Morty is the critically-acclaimed, half-hour 
animated hit comedy series on Adult Swim that 
follows a sociopathic genius scientist who drags his 
timid grandson on insanely dangerous adventures 
across the universe. This 2LP release is the first official 
collection of music from Rick and Morty and features 
26 songs, 24 of which are from the first 3 seasons of 
the show, and 18 of which were composed by Ryan 
Elder specifically for the show. The album also includes 
songs by Mazzy Star, Chaos Chaos, Blonde Redhead, 
and Belly, all of which have been featured in the show, 
in addition to new tunes from Chad VanGaalen and 
Clipping. Schezwan Sauce not included. 

AJR – three brothers born and raised in New York 
City – got their musical start busking in Central Park 
and Washington Square. AJR were initially inspired 
by the likes of The Beach Boys and Frankie Valli, but 
the sound they’ve created mixes those classic sounds, 
with flavors of Imagine Dragons, Fun., and Kanye West. 
Their big break came when Ryan, who was bored in 
a psychology class, tweeted a link to their song “I’m 
Ready” to dozens of celebrities. Sia replied, and after 
those first few moments, “I’m Ready” quickly took on a 
life of its own. The Click is the next step forward in the 
AJR story. Features the hit single, “Sober Up,” which 
was written with Weezer’s Rivers Cuomo (he sings on 
it, too). 

THE GLANDS
DOUBLE CODA

NEW WEST RECORDS

Unreleased music has surfaced from Athens, GA cult 
heroes The Glands! Double Coda features 23 new songs 
written by the late Ross Shapiro. Ross’s passing left a 
hole in Athens – the community where he had become 
a fixture and arguably even a celebrity (of sorts). And 
there really is something heroic about his career as an 
artist, something noble to a life devoted to creativity 
and creation – even if that mostly means jamming with 
friends. The Glands first two albums established Ross 
as an unlikely and maybe even unwilling cult artist; you 
could argue that not enough people bought Double 
Thriller and The Glands, but everyone who did became 
avid fans for life – and Double Coda will further cement 
Ross’ legend. 



MARIANNE FAITHFULL
COME AND STAY WITH ME: THE UK 45S 1964-69

ABKCO

J MASCIS
ELASTIC DAYS

SUB POP

MARK KNOPFLER
DOWN THE ROAD WHEREVER

BLUE NOTE

DAVE DAVIES
DECADE

RED RIVER ENTERTAINMENT

THE BEATLES 
THE BEATLES (THE WHITE ALBUM) DELUXE EDITION 3CD

CAPITOL

JASON ISBELL & THE 400 UNIT
LIVE FROM THE RYMAN
SOUTHEASTERN RECORDS

SMASHING PUMPKINS
SHINY AND OH SO BRIGHT, VOL. 1 / NO PAST. NO FUTURE. NO SUN. 

NAPALM RECORDS

MUMFORD & SONS
DELTA

GLASSNOTE

EMPRESS OF
US

TERRIBLE

Lorely Rodriguez, the artist known as Empress 
Of, recorded her new album, Us, all over Southern 
California: Topanga Canyon, Ojai, at a recording studio 
“with no windows,” her home in Highland Park, etc. She 
would later invite collaborators – Dev Hynes (aka Blood 
Orange), Sam Griesemer and Jerome Potter of DJDS, 
Spanish electronic producer, Pional – but the resulting 
project remains a showcase of Rodriguez’ skill both as 
a lyricist and a producer. With Us, Rodriguez wanted 
to facilitate a more equal exchange of energy between 
herself and her listeners. “It’s not just love songs. It’s 
about different experiences of the heart,” she says. “I 
want it to be like a mirror, and [the audience] sees a 
little bit of themselves in every song.”

Where Wilder Mind harnessed a widescreen electric 
sound that seemed custom built to be belted back to 
them from the festival main stages, Delta loses none 
of that sense of scale, but couples it with an intimacy 
that has so successfully combined to make Mumford & 
Sons one of the biggest bands of recent years. Delta 
is a record of differing shades, colors and textures. It’s 
also a record that marks ten years since Mumford & 
Sons formed, and draws on that shared experience 
of being on and off the road. It’s a moving collection 
of songs perhaps more intimate and expansive, both 
lyrically and musically, than ever before. Introspective 
and reflective but married with those ecstatic stadium-
sized dynamics.

In June of 2018, the Smashing Pumpkins released their 
new single “Solara” ahead of their monumental “Shiny 
And Oh So Bright Tour.” The churning track was the 
first song in over 18 years to feature founding members 
Billy Corgan, James Iha, and Jimmy Chamberlin 
(alongside longtime guitarist Jeff Schroeder). Now, 
at long last, Smashing Pumpkins are back with their 
tenth studio album, Shiny and Oh So Bright, Vol. 1 / No 
Past. No Future. No Sun. If “Solara” re-introduced the 
classic trio’s seductive power, then “Silvery Sometimes 
(Ghosts)” once again prove its bliss-pop bona fides. 
Recorded at Shangri La Studios with legendary 
producer Rick Rubin, Shiny and Oh So Bright is, at 
long last, the Smashing Pumpkins record you’ve been 
waiting for. 

Though many play with its poses, few artists truly 
embody Outlaw Country (with a refreshingly modern 
twist) like Jason Isbell and his formidable band, The 
400 Unit. Live From The Ryman was primarily recorded 
during six sold out night at Nashville’s legendary 
Ryman Auditorium in 2017. The double-album features 
songs from their last three critically-acclaimed, award-
winning albums: Southeastern (2013), Something More 
Than Free (2015) and The Nashville Sound (2017). “The 
Ryman is a very special place,” says Isbell. “Obviously 
the place has an incredible pedigree, but what I 
love most about it is somewhat structural: From the 
audience, a show really looks and sounds great in that 
room.” Indeed: And the passions shared by both the 
artists and their audience are perfectly captured here. 

Perhaps more than any other Beatles long-player, The 
White Album is both celebrated and debated with 
equal fervor. Like the recent Sgt. Pepper remix, 2019’s 
White Album features producer Giles Martin and mix 
engineer Sam Okell’s new stereo mix, sourced directly 
from the original four-track and eight-track tapes. 
Martin’s new mix is guided by the album’s original 
stereo mix produced by his father, George Martin. This 
is the first time The White Album has been remixed 
and paired with The Esher Demos – songs that The 
Beatles wrote in Marrakesh and later recorded at 
George Harrison’s. All 27 recordings have been freshly 
restored from the original four-track tapes. This 3CD-
set features the classic poster and portraits, plus a 24-
page booklet abridged from the Super Deluxe book.

As a founding member of The Kinks, Dave Davies is a 
musician who needs little introduction. After decisively 
solving the riddle of the first “Great Lost Dave Davies 
Solo Album,” 2011’s magnificent Hidden Treasures, we 
now have what should have been its sequel: Decade. 
Years prior to the issue of Dave’s first “proper” solo 
album, 1980’s AFL1-3603, he was working on the 
fascinating tracks that make up this new compilation. 
The tapes were unearthed by his sons and properly 
mixed and mastered in a way that lets these songs 
shimmer and shine even brighter than they did at 
inception. Any album recorded over the span of 10 
years runs the risk of ending up wildly erratic, yet 
Decade is surprisingly cohesive. A treasure. 

Down The Road Wherever features 13 elegant new 
Mark Knopfler songs inspired by a wide range of 
subjects including his early days in Dire Straits, a stray 
football fan lost in a strange town, the compulsion of 
a musician hitching home through the snow, and a 
man out of time in his local greasy spoon. Knopfler 
has a poet’s eye for telling details that infuse his songs 
with his unique psychogeography. “I remember my pal 
Chet Atkins once saying that he picked his way out of 
poverty one song at a time,” says Knopfler. Down The 
Road Wherever seems to be appropriate for me just 
because it’s what I’ve always done. I’ve always tried to 
make a record and also to keep my own geography.”

Like its predecessors, J Mascis’ latest solo album, 
Elastic Days, was recorded at his own Bisquiteen 
studio. Mascis does almost all his own stunts, although 
Ken Miauri (who also appeared on Tied to a Star) 
plays keyboards and there are a few guest vocal 
spots from Pall Jenkins (Black Heart Procession), 
and Mark Mulcahy (Miracle Legion, etc.), and Zoë 
Randell (Luluc) among others. Still, the show is mostly 
J’s and J’s alone. Those expecting the hallucinatory 
overload of Dinosaur Jr’s live attack, the gentleness 
of the approach here will draw easy comparisons 
to Neil Young’s binary approach to working solo 
versus working with Crazy Horse. This is a lazy man’s 
shorthand, but it still rings true. 

As advertised, Come And Stay With Me - The UK45s 
1964-69 collects the A and B-sides of the ten singles 
that the legendary Marianne Faithfull recorded for 
Decca between 1964 and 1969 – including “House of 
the Rising Sun,” “Counting,” and the controversial cult 
favorite  (and future Rolling Stones deep-cut) “Sister 
Morphine”— plus her Go Away From My World EP for 
good measure. All tracks are in authentic mono, just 
like the actual 45s and mastered from the best possible 
sources, including some fresh Abbey Road transfers of 
the original tapes. Come And Stay With Me includes 
a sumptuous 24-page booklet featuring a 6,000-
word essay by leading music journalist Kris Needs, 7 
stunning full-page color portraits from the mid-60s, 
and several illuminating quotes from Marianne herself. 

LAURA JANE GRACE & THE DEVOURING MOTHERS
BOUGHT TO ROT

BLOODSHOT RECORDS

To say musician, author and activist Laura Jane 
Grace (of Against Me! fame) has had a defiant career 
would be the understatement of the year. Bought to 
Rot – recorded as Laura Jane Grace & the Devouring 
Mothers – features 14 gripping tracks detailing Grace’s 
fractured relationship with her adopted hometown of 
Chicago (“I Hate Chicago”), the act of interpersonal 
acceptance (“The Friendship Song”), all-consuming 
affection until our ultimate demise [“Apocalypse Now 
(& Later)”], complicated romance (“The Airplane 
Song”), and reconciling everything in the end. 
Although it’s a step and a twist away from Against 
Me!’s sonic blueprint, there’s still a kinetic punk energy 
that vibrates throughout – not to mention plenty of 
songs about good ol’ sex, drugs, and rock ’n’ roll.



CONNAN MOCKASIN
JASSBUSTERS

MEXICAN SUMMER

P.O.D.
CIRCLES

MASCOT RECORDS

CHARLES BRADLEY
BLACK VELVET

DAPTONE RECORDS/DUNHAM RECORDS

OLD 97’S
LOVE THE HOLIDAYS

ATO RECORDS

THE GOOD, THE BAD & THE QUEEN
MERRIE LAND

STUDIO 13

JIM JAMES
UNIFORM CLARITY

ATO RECORD

ANDREW MCMAHON
UPSIDE DOWN FLOWERS

FANTASY

Andrew McMahon’s dazzling songwriting has always 
been rooted in honesty. From the angst filled youth 
of Something Corporate, to the existential musings of 
Jack’s Mannequin, and again now as Andrew McMahon 
in The Wilderness, he’s consistently shown an uncanny 
ability to tap into a higher melodic frequency. The 
latter project’s beautiful third full-length album, Upside 
Down Flowers was produced by Butch Walker and 
follows Andrew McMahon In The Wilderness (2014) 
and Zombies On Broadway. It’s introduced by “Ohio,” 
which McMahon describes as being about his “family’s 
pilgrimage from a small town in Ohio to the coast of 
California... I suppose it’s one thing to run away but it’s 
another to be pulled down the road by what feels like 
the hand of fate.”

Uniform Clarity is an acoustic companion piece to Jim 
James’ acclaimed 2018 album Uniform Distortion. “The 
idea for Uniform Clarity came from Uniform Distortion,” 
says James, “an album of intentional chaos/dirt: literal 
and figurative distortion of lyrics and sound meant to 
echo and hopefully shed some light on the twisted 
times and distortion of the truth... Uniform Clarity is 
meant to illuminate the other side – raw and real, but 
very clear, much like in the early days of recording 
where all you could hear was the truth because there 
were no ways to manipulate recordings in the studio… 
A crystal clear illustration of the flawed beauty of what 
a song starts off as or sometimes remains - A thought. 
A seed.”

The Good, The Bad, and The Queen features the 
combined talents of Damon Albarn (Blur, Gorillaz), 
Paul Simenon (The Clash), legendary drummer Tony 
Allen (Fela Kuti), and Simon Tong (The Verve). They 
released one self-titled debut – which isn’t actually 
“self-titled” because the band claimed to not have a 
name – only the title. Regardless, it was produced by 
Danger Mouse, way back in 2007, and it’s brilliant –and, 
for some, the best thing Albarn has done since Blur’s 
classic run. Initially meant to be a one-time only project, 
the sort-of named band now seems to have embraced 
the aforementioned moniker, as their unexpected new 
album is called Merrie Land and it was produced by 
the one-and-only Tony Visconti. 

The Old 97’s present their first ever collection of 
original Christmas songs, entitled Love The Holidays. 
The album was produced, mixed and engineered by 
John Pedigo in the band’s home state of Texas. The LP 
presents a sack full of rockin’ new Yuletide favorites, 
as well as the Old 97’s take on the New Year’s Eve 
standard, “Auld Lang Syne.” Among its many highlights 
are the title track, co-written with Kevin Russell (The 
Gourds, Shinyribs), “Gotta Love Being A Kid (Merry 
Christmas)” and “Snow Angels,” both co-written with 
acclaimed writer Ben Greenman, and the continuing 
saga of everyone’s favorite reindeer, “Rudolph Is Blue,” 
co-written by Old 97’s and Dan Bern.

Black Velvet is a celebration of Charles Bradley, 
lovingly assembled by his friends and family at 
Dunham / Daptone Records. It features new songs 
recorded during the sessions from each of his three 
albums (“Can’t Fight the Feeling,” “Fly Little Girl” and 
the heart-wrenching “I Feel a Change”), hardcore 
rarities like his funk-bomb duet with LaRose Jackson, 
“Luv Jones,” psychedelic groover “(I Hope You Find) 
The Good Life,” the elusive alternate full-band electric 
version of “Victim of Love,” and sought-after covers, 
including Nirvana’s “Stay Away,” Neil Young’s “Heart 
of Gold” and Rodriguez’ “Slip Away.” Black Velvet is 
destined to join Charles Bradley’s first three albums 
alongside the canon of essential soul records. You 
need this. 

For their tenth album, Circles, P.O.D. have expanded 
the horizons of their creative process thanks by 
collaborating with masterful production duo, Heavy. 
Vocalist Sonny Sandoval explains, “We’ve always been 
so stubborn about writing with people so this time 
around we were a little bit vulnerable. We had an open 
mindset. It was like, ‘let’s just go with these guys, and 
let’s just show them what we got.’ There’s a lot of catchy 
stuff on this record. There are cool little things that 
Heavy were on top of. There’s a lot more that’s going 
on that just drums, bass, guitar and vocals.” Indeed: 
But rest assured that P.O.D.’s signature amalgamation 
of rock, reggae, punk, metal and hip-hop influences is 
stronger than ever.

Jassbusters is Connan Mockasin’s third album and 
first in five years. An unclassifiable, unconventional 
record that neither picks up from nor abandons the 
modes of 2013’s widely-embraced Caramel or its 
2010 predecessor Forever Dolphin Love, Jassbusters 
foreshadows a five-part melodrama film titled 
Bostyn ‘n Dobsyn, created by Mockasin. Jassbusters 
soundtracks the unpredictable narrative of the film 
in eclectic, electric ways. Whether bending genres or 
collaborating with artists like James Blake, MGMT, and 
Charlotte Gainsbourg, Connan Mockasin has always 
maneuvered in mysterious ways. After touring with 
the likes of Radiohead and Neil & Liam Finn (Crowded 
House), the R&B surrealist continues assembling a cult 
around his theater, nay spectacle of life.

PARCELS
PARCELS

BECAUSE MUSIC

Parcels, the Berlin by-way-of Australia disco-pop 
groop, have finally dropped their self-titled debut. The 
first emerging band ever to collaborate with Daft Punk 
(“Overnight”), Parcels make immaculate MOR pop that 
sounds at home with Chic or 70s Fleetwood Mac, but 
with a modern sheen and art school conceit: “Our first 
album had to be self-produced and it had to be the 
truest representation of us, as people, as musicians 
and as a group,” explains the band. “Parcels started for 
us as a new experimentation in image and sound but 
after the five of us moved across the world together, 
its initial ideas and boundaries quickly lost importance. 
This was now our identity.” This is lulling funk for the 
butt and the brain. 


